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If you’ve seen the Tina Fey/Steve Carell movie Date Night, then you’ve had a chance to laugh at the
film‘s suburban New Jersey couple who constantly mock other restaurant
patrons. The pair make fun of others on the sly, but are fairly obvious in their
pantomime. Thinking about it, I realized that my wife and I do the same thing.
When driving around the neighborhood, we often spot a gentleman that we’ve
dubbed Mr. Harvey. He’s a well of gentleman and probably the nicest guy in
the world, but he just gives off a vibe that reminds us of Alice Sebold’s famous
(and completely heinous) Lovely Bones murderer. Uhg. I do not want in any

way to be a creepy middle-aged geezer (I’m neither middle-aged or creepy yet. Thanks). There is
however this desire to build a Man Cave in my basement. You’ve probably been hit over the head
with the term during the past few years. What was a simple “den” when we were growing up and
contained a La-Z-Boy recliner and the good TV (every home had a set that you’d have to ask if you
could watch. “Mom? I’m watching the good TV!”). Dad went there on Friday evening and came out
Monday morning to shave and go earn a living. It was the bridge of the Enterprise, the nerve center
of late 20th Century life. Sure, dad might come out and barbecue or go to your games, but that room
was his retreat from the sickness of humanity. My generation, with all of our do-better-than-our-
parents initiative, has turned the den into the Man Cave. A hybrid Fortress of Solitude, panic room
and entertainment bomb shelter. I am warming up to the idea and building my own. On the cheap,
naturally.

I’ve been inspired by my friend’s retreats and the ingenuity they’ve put into them. These aren’t our
father’s dens. Of course, my father’s is. The other day he showed me the pre-retirement space he’s
building in a corner of the basement in order to be out of earshot of my mother. 1,000 L.P.’s, a
classic stereo receiver, books and an ottoman are what he’s got so far and I was envious. My man
cave will be a little different, but along the same lines I suppose. The goal is to have one side with
the entertainment equipment, vending machines and couch and the other half a working lab. Now
before you start thinking that I really am creeping out, the lab is to perfect some molecular
gastronomy and will have cooking equipment. While I often write on this site about not being a
complainer, I do have  Beatles memorabilia and stuff from the Apollo program  that need to find a
home.

I suppose part of being a modern, suburban husband and father is the natural desire to hide
somewhere. To build a little shelter from rampant estrogen and the working life. For now, I’m
enjoying the non-cave life with my small family and trying not to make fun of my neighbors. Onward
and Upward.
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